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Abstract: This paper addresses the dynamic recovery problem in the wavelength division multiplexing mesh 
networks with traffic grooming capacity. We propose two restoration schemes. They are connection dynamic 
restoration scheme and lightpath dynamic restoration scheme. We also propose two restoration protocols, 
connection restoration protocol for connection dynamic restoration scheme and lightpath restoration protocol for 
lightpath dynamic restoration scheme, and formulate a model of restoration switching times for the two 
restoration schemes. Numerical result shows that connection dynamic restoration scheme and lightpath dynamic 
restoration scheme can achieve a better tradeoff of resource utilization rate and restoration success rate than 
protection scheme. Traffic grooming technology helps to improve the restoration success rate as well as to 
reduce restoration switching time. Connection dynamic restoration scheme yields a better performance than that 
of lightpath dynamic restoration scheme in terms of restoration success rate and restoration switching time. 
Copyright © 2014 IFSA Publishing, S. L. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), which 
divides the bandwidth of a fiber into many disjoint 
wavelengths, meets the demand of a large volume of 
network bandwidth. The capacity of a single 
wavelength can reach OC-192 (10 Gbps) or even 
larger. However, the request bandwidth of a 
connection is usually low, possible OC-3  
(155 Mbps), or much lower. To improve resource 
utilization and reduce the cost of optical network, an 
efficient approach is packing low-speed traffic 
connection stream onto high-speed wavelength 

channels, which is referred to as traffic grooming [1]. 
In WDM optical network with traffic grooming 
capacity, a link failure can lead to the failures of all 
the lightpaths which will traverse the failed link and 
course a severe data loss, so survivable traffic 
grooming is critical. Survivable traffic grooming 
(STG) seeks to provide fault-recovery capacity while 
maximizing the throughput of network, and plays a 
more and more important role in optical networks. 

There are generally two approaches for 
survivable traffic grooming, protection and 
restoration [2]. Protection, which pre-computes the 
backup path and reserves resources before 
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connection is established, aims at fast recovery and 
guarantees to achieve 100 % restorability. 
Restoration, on the other hand, dynamically 
discovers available resource to establish a recovery 
path after the failure occurs, which is more efficient 
in utilizing spare capacity and can provide resilience 
against different kinds of failures. The work in [3] 
addresses the static STG problem employing path 
protection at the lightpath level. In [4], mixed 
primary backup grooming policy (MGP) and 
segregated primary backup grooming policy (SGP) 
are presented to addresses survivability of dynamic 
traffic grooming in WDM mesh networks. The 
recovery time analysis of protection schemes are 
given in [5]. Literature [6] focuses on the problem of 
survivable multicast traffic grooming in WDM mesh 
networks and gives two models. Literature [7] 
investigates the problem of survivable grooming for 
any casting and the problem is extended to find both 
a connection to a primary destination and a 
connection to a backup destination. In [8] the 
survivable impairment-aware traffic grooming is 
addressed and heuristics are given to minimize the 
equipment cost. 

It is not realistic to provide protection for every 
connection. Dynamic restoration schemes are 
indispensable to fault management since they can 
provide recovery service without additional cost. 
This paper investigates the dynamic recovery 
problem in the WDM mesh networks with traffic 
grooming capacity and only considers the single link 
failures. Differences with [9] are that we study 
further in restoration protocols and restoration 
switching time for different dynamic restoration 
schemes are presented in this literature. 
 
 
2. Problem Statement 

 
2.1. Description of Notations 
 

Assuming that optical network is represented as a 
unidirectional graph G = (V, E, W), where V is the set 
of nodes, and E is the set of unidirectional fiber links, 
and W is the set of wavelengths supported in a fiber 
link. |V|, |E| and |W| indicate the number of nodes, the 
number of links and the number of wavelengths 
respectively. Assuming that network nodes do not 
have the wavelength conversion facility, but they 
have the traffic grooming capacity. The transceivers 
are tunable to any wavelength operating on the fiber, 
and the number of transmitter and receiver pairs at 
each node is T. The capacity of each wavelength is C. 
Let r(s, d, b) denote a connection request which is 
from node s to node d, and b denotes its requested 
bandwidth. Connections are indexed by k. eij denotes 
the fiber link between node i and node j. Equation (1) 
represents the relationship between bij and bij

λ. 
 

 =ij ij
W
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where bij is the available bandwidth of link eij, bij
λ is 

the remained available bandwidth of wavelength 
channel λ in link eij. The link cost function is defined 
by the following equation: 
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where α, β ∈ [0, 1] and α + β = 1, wij is the available 
wavelengths number of link eij. 

 
 
2.2. Constraints 
 

Wavelength continuity constraint: in a network 
without wavelength conversion facility, all the links 
in a path traverse must be use the same wavelength. 

Capacity constraint: The total bandwidth of all 
the connections carries over a lightpath (link) must 
less than the bandwidth of a lightpath (link). 
Equation (3) represents this constraint. 
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l

u k
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k K
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where lightpaths are indexed by l, Kl is the set of 
connections transmitted over lightpath l, dl denotes 
the available bandwidth of lightpath l, and dl

u denotes 
the used bandwidth, dl

k denotes the bandwidth of 
connection k transmitted over lightpath l. 

Transceiver constraint: To establish a lightpath, 
the source node must have an available transmitter 
and the destination node must have an available 
receiver. Equation (4) translates the above 
explanation. 

 
 0u

vs T≤ ≥v　or  s , (4) 

 
where sv is the available transmitter number of node 
v, and sv

u is the used transmitter number. 
 
 
2.3. Objective 
 

The problem is regarded as an optimization 
problem. The objectives are to maximize the 
throughput, to maximize the amount of carried 
bandwidth, and to minimize the failure bandwidth of 
fault recovery. It can be written as: 
 

 m ax ( - )
REQ ERR
t t

k k k k
k K k K

b r b f
∈ ∈
  , (5) 

 
where bk is the requested bandwidth, it belongs to a 
set of discrete granularities, e.g. {OC-3, OC-12, OC-
48}. At a given time period t, Kt

REQ denotes the set of 
requested connections, and Kt

ERR denotes the set of 
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connections affected by link failures. The variable rk, 
where rk∈ {0, 1}, is equal to 0 if request connection 
k is rejected, and 1 otherwise. Similarly, the variable 
fk is such that: fk ∈ {0, 1} and equal to 1 if failed 
connection k is restored, 0 otherwise. 
 
 
3. Dynamic Restoration Scheme 
 
A complete dynamic restoration scheme is composed 
of traffic grooming algorithm and restoration 
protocol. The traffic grooming algorithm finds a 
backup path (subpath) to recovery. Restoration 
protocol is a sequence of steps executed in the 
networks to migrate the failed connections to the new 
recovery path, and it belongs to the function of 
control plane and largely determines the restoration 
time. This paper, proposes two dynamic restoration 
schemes, namely connection dynamic restoration 
scheme (CDRS) and lightpath dynamic restoration 
scheme (LDRS). A heuristic traffic grooming 
algorithm called IGL is proposed to calculate a path 
for requested or failed connections. 

 
 

3.1. Heuristic Traffic Grooming Algorithm 
 

The traffic grooming problem, also regarded as 
GRWA [10] problem, is an optimization problem 

with the objective to maximize the network 
throughput. The traffic grooming algorithm is to 
determine how to set up lightpaths to satisfy the 
connection requests that arrive dynamically for a 
given network configuration. In this section, a 
heuristic for dynamic traffic grooming based on link 
bundled auxiliary graph (LBAG) model [11] is 
proposed, which is called integrated grooming based 
on LBAG (IGL). 

LBAG model is a two-layered auxiliary graph. 
These two layers are called the physical layer and the 
lightpath layer respectively. The edges in the 
physical layer (called wavelength edges) represent 
the links in the physical topology and the edges in the 
lightpath layer (called lightpath edges) represent the 
lightpaths in the virtual topology. The edges between 
the lightpath layer and physical layers (called 
transceiver edges) represent transceiver resource. A 
valid path in the LBAG always begins and ends in 
the lightpath layer. Once the path enters the physical 
layer through a transmitter edge, it implies a new 
lightpath will be established. As shown in Fig. 1, for 
example, a path from node 1 to node 3 in LBAG. If 
connection 1-3 is going to be routed on this path, a 
new lightpath from node 1 to node 2 must be 
established first, and then the connection is routed on 
the two-hop path in the virtual topology. LBAG 
model is simple and well suited for the multihop 
grooming. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Link bundled auxiliary graph model. 
 

 
The initialization of IGL algorithm takes as a 

parameter of the network configuration (including 
network topology Gp, number of transceivers at each 
node, number of wavelengths on each fiber link, and 
the capacity of each wavelength), and then it 
constructs the LBAG graph Ga. After routing, the 
network state will be updated and Ga always reflects 
the current network state. The input of IGL algorithm 
is a connection request r(s, d, b). The algorithm 
works as follows: 

Step 1: Set the weight of edges whose capacity is 
less than b to ∞. Set the weight of transceiver edges 
(except the transceiver edges of the source and 
destination nodes of the connection request) to ∞. 

Step 2: Find the shortest path from the virtual 
node s to the virtual node d on the lightpath layer of 
Ga. If successfully, go to step 5; otherwise, go to next 
step. 

Step 3: Find the minimum weight lightpath from 
the physical node s to the physical node d on the 

physical layer of Ga. Once a new lightpath is 
selected, first-fit wavelength assignment algorithm is 
used to select a wavelength. If the lightpath is found 
and wavelength assignment is successful, go to step 
5; otherwise, go to step 4. 

Step 4: Restore the transceiver edges to the 
original state. Find a path which has multiple 
subpaths alternating in the physical layer and 
lightpath layer. If successfully, go to step 5; 
otherwise, the connection is blocked. 

Step 5: Update the network state including the 
weight of the edges in Ga, number of transceivers, 
number of wavelengths and bandwidth resources. 
 
 
3.2. Connection Dynamic Restoration Scheme 
 

Connection dynamic restoration scheme (CDRS) 
is a fine-granularity restoration scheme and operates 
at the low-rate connection level. The basic idea is 
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that the source nodes of the broken connections that 
traverse a failed link respectively initiate restoration, 
and dynamically establish an end-to-end backup 
path. Take an example to illustrate CDRS in Fig. 2. 
When a link failure occurs, if the path of a 
connection includes a lightpath traversing the failed 
link, the failed connections are broken up and the 
network’s resources are occupied by the path are 
released. After the source node of a broken 

connection receives the link failure message, it 
initiates traffic grooming algorithm to dynamically 
compute a backup path. If the backup path is found, a 
broken connection will switch to backup path; 
otherwise, it is blocked. As show in Fig. 2, path  
1-4-2, composed of new lightpath 1-4-2, is found to 
carry the broken connection 1-2, and path 1-4-3, 
composed of new lightpath 1-4-3, is computed and 
established to carry the broken connection 1-3. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Illustration of connection dynamic restoration scheme. 
 
 

Connection restoration protocol (CRP) includes 
signaling control and procedures involved in the 
restoration process for a broken connection. 
According to CRP, the source node of a broken 
connection that traverses the failed link initiates a 

path restoration process. CPR utilizes the forward 
reservation protocol (FRP) [12] for resource 
reservation and a two-phrase restoration process to 
establish a backup path. The major procedures can be 
described as follows, as show in Fig. 3: 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Connection restoration protocol. 
 
 

Once detecting the link failure, the failure nodes 
send a link failure (L-Fail) message to all the source 
and destination nodes of all connection that traverse 
the failed link. The L-Fail packet release resources 
occupied by the failed connection. 

When the source node of a failed connection 
receives an L-Fail message, it stops data transmission 
and performs GRWA algorithm to compute a backup 
path. If a backup path is successfully computed, the 
source node sends a request (D-REQ) message to the 
destination node along the backup path, or the failed 
connection is blocked. A D-REQ message carries 
requested information, route information and 
wavelength information if assigned. 

If an intermediate node receives a D-REQ 
message, it tries to reserve bandwidth resource and 
configure the OXC. If the D-REQ message cannot 

reserve resources at an intermediate node, the node 
sends a negative acknowledgement (NAK) message 
back to the source node along the reverse path. The 
NAK message releases the resources which are 
already reserved by the D-REQ message, and implies 
that recovery is failed. 

After receiving the D-REQ message, the 
destination node sends an S-ACK message to the 
source node along the reverse path. When the S-ACK 
message arrives at the source node, the source node 
terminates the restoration process and recovers the 
data transfer on the backup path. 

The time taken from the instant a link fails to the 
instant the backup path of a failed connection is the 
restoration switching time for CDRS determined by 
CRP and includes the time to detect a failure, failure 
notification and failure recovery. Assuming the time 
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of detecting a link failure is F; the message-
processing time at a node is D; the propagation delay 
on each link is P; the time to configure an OXC is C. 
For failure notification, the notification message sent 
to the source node of a failed connection may travel 
several of lightpaths and travel n hops, incurring link 
traversal delay n×P and message processing delay 
(n+1)×D. Assume the time to dynamically compute 
the end-to-end path is A. A backup route may include 
the existed lightpaths and new established lightpaths. 
Assume the number of total hops in the backup path 
is m, and h equals to the number of nodes in new 
established lightpaths. According to CRP, the process 
to configure a path incurs in link traversal delay 
2×m×P, message processing delay 2×(m + 1)×D, 
and OXC configuration delay h×C. The restoration 
switching time for CDRS is: 
 

 ( )+( +1) + +2 +2 +1 +F n P n D A m P m D h C+ × × × × × × × , (6) 
 
 
3.3. Lightpath Dynamic Restoration Scheme 

 

Lightpath dynamic restoration scheme (LDRS) is 
a coarse-granularity restoration scheme and operates 
at the high-rate lightpath level. Its main idea is to 
dynamically find a backup subpath to replace the 
broken lightpath and move the traffic streams over 

the broken lightpath to the new sub-path. As in the 
previous example in Fig. 4, when a link failure 
occurs, the failed lightpaths that traverse the failed 
link are removed and the network resources occupied 
by failed lightpaths are release. A failed lightpath 
may carry several connections, but the affected 
connections do not need to recover respectively. The 
source node of a failed lightpath initiates traffic 
grooming algorithm to dynamically compute a 
backup subpath with the same source node and 
destination node as the failed lightpath. A subpath 
can be a new lightpath or composed of several 
existed lightpaths which have enough available 
capacity. After a backup subpath is setup, the traffic 
streams over the failed lightpath are migrated to the 
new backup subpath. In Fig. 4, failed lightpath 1-2 is 
replaced by backup lightpath 1-4-2. Broken 
connection 1-2 and broken connection 1-3 are 
restored at the same time. After restoration, the path 
of connection 1-2 is composed of lightpath 1-4-2, and 
the path of connection 1-3 is composed of lightpath 
1-4-2 and lightpath 2-3. 

Lightpath restoration protocol (LRP) is designed 
for LDRS. The basic idea of LRP is that the source 
node of a failed lightpath which traverses the failed 
link initiates a lightpath restoration process. The 
major procedures can be described as follows, as 
show in Fig. 5. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Illustration of lightpath dynamic restoration scheme. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Lightpath restoration protocol. 
 
 

After the link failure is detected, the failure nodes 
send an L-Fail message to all the source and 
destination nodes of all lightpaths that traverse the 

failed link. The failed lightpaths are removed. Once 
the destination node of the failed lightpath (LD-node) 
received an L-Fail message, it set a timer. 
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When the source node of a failed lightpath  
(LS-node) receives an L-Fail message, it notifies all 
the source nodes of the connections that transfer over 
the failed lightpath to stop data transmission. 
Meanwhile, the LS-node performs GRWA algorithm 
to compute a backup subpath from LS-node to the 
LD-node. If a backup subpath is successfully 
computed, the LS-node sends a D-REQ message to 
the LD-node along the backup path. 

If receiving the D-REQ message, an intermediate 
node tries to reserve bandwidth resource and 
configure the OXC. If the resources are failed to 
reserve, the intermediate node sends a negative 
acknowledgement (NAK) message back to the  
LS-node along the reverse path. 

After receiving the D-REQ message, the LD-node 
sends an acknowledgement (S-ACK) message to the 
LS-node along the reverse path. When the S-ACK 
message arrives at the LS-node, the LS-node 
terminates the restoration process and notifies all the 
source nodes of the connections that transfer over the 
failed lightpath to recover data transfer, or the  
LS-node sends an updating message. 

When the timer at the LD-node timeouts, the  
LD-node sends an updating message to the 
destination nodes of the connections that transfer 
over the failed lightpath. If receiving the updating 
message, the intermediate lightpaths release the 
bandwidth resources of the broken connections. 

Obviously, LRP shares a great deal in common 
with CRP in signaling control, but the former is more 
complicated.  

In this section, the analytic approach is exactly 
the same as the one mentioned above. According to 
LRP, the restoration switching time for LDRS is 
equation (7): 
 

( )+( +1) + +2 +2 +1 +F n P n D A m P m D h C+ × × × × × × ×    (7) 
 

where n is the number of hops from the failed link to 
the LS-node, and m is the number of hops of the 

backup subpath, h equals to the number of nodes in 
new established lightpaths (if there is no lightpath 
established during the lightpath restoration, h  
equals 0). The values of F, P, D, A, and C are 
assumed above. 
 
 
4. Numerical Results 

 
We simulate the two proposed dynamic 

restoration schemes on the NSFNET and CERNET 
networks, as shown in Fig. 6. Assuming that 
connection requests arrive in a Poisson process with 
rate λ and that connection service time is distributed 
exponentially with mean 1/µ. Load (in Erlang) is 
defined as connection-arrival rate times average 
holding times. Link failures are uniformly distributed 
among all fiber links and time between link failures 
follows an exponential distribution with mean 2/µ. 
When failure is handled, the network state is restored 
to its previous state before link failure occurs. The 
capacity of each wavelength is OC-48, and the 
number of the connection requests follows the 
distribution OC-3: OC-12: OC-48 = 1: 1: 1. All 
network nodes do not have a wavelength conversion 
facility, but have traffic grooming capacity. Each 
fiber link supports 16 wavelengths and each node has 
32 transceivers. For restoration switching time 
calculations, assume that F = 0.01 ms, P = 0.4 ms,  
D = 0.01 ms, A = 1 ms and C = 0.5 ms as in [12]. In 
each experiment, 10000 connections are simulated. 
For comparison, we use MPAC and dynamic path 
restoration (DPR) without traffic grooming capacity 
and the following metrics are compared. 

Restoration success rate (RSR) denotes the rate 
between the bandwidth of successful restorations and 
the bandwidth of all failed connections. RSR 
represents the performance of a restoration scheme. 
MPAC provides the protection to each connection, so 
its RSR is 100 %.  

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Networks used in simulation. 
 
 

The fallow shows the restoration success rate of 
MPAC, LDRS, CDRS and DPR. As can been seen in 
Fig. 7, CDRS achieves a higher RSR than LDRS, but 
has a lower RSR than MPAC. The reason is that, 
compared with LDRS, CDRS operates at a much 

finer level of granularity and is more flexible to 
dynamic routing, while MPAC provides protection to 
every connection. DPR has the lowest RSR because it 
does not have traffic grooming capacity and cannot 
use the spare resources of existed lightpaths to 
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establish a backup path. When the load is low, both 
CDRS and LDRS can achieve a perfect RSR 
performance since there is enough spare resource to 
restore a failed connection or lightpath. With the 
increasing of load in network, the RSR of CDRS and 
LDRS decrease, because the spare resources decrease 

with the increasing of load and it is more difficult to 
find a backup path (subpath) dynamically. When the 
load reaches 200, CDRS has an average of about  
25 % improvement over LDRS. Similar results can 
be found in the CERNET network. 
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Fig. 7. Restoration success rate performance in NSFNET and CERNET. 
 
 
Resource utilization rate (RUR) is defined by the 
following equation: 
 

 
f f

c c c

-
= -r rB B B B

RUR
B B B

= , (8) 

 

where Br is the bandwidth of all accepted 
connections, Bf is the bandwidth of unsuccessful 
restorations, and Bc is the bandwidth of all requested 
connections.  

We compare the RUR performance of MPAC, 
LDRS, CDRS and DPR in Fig. 8. As we can see, 
CDRS has the best RUR performance. Since MPAC 
reserves backup resources besides working resources 

to provide protection to all connections, MPAC has a 
lower resource utilization rate. DPR is a dynamic 
path restoration scheme without traffic grooming 
function and it cannot use the spare resources of 
existed lightpaths. Therefore, the RUR of DPR is 
lower than LDRS and CDRS. CDRS has a higher 
RUR than LDRS because it has a higher restoration 
success rate than LDRS. According to equation (8), 
the value of Bf is small compared with Bc, and Br of 
LDRS is the same as CDRS. So for CDRS and 
LDRS, they have a close performance of RUR. When 
the load is large the RUR decreases. Similar results 
can be found in the CERNET network. 
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Fig. 8. Resource utilization ratio performance in NSFNET and CERNET. 
 
 

Restoration switching time (RST) denotes the 
average time needed to restore an affected 
connection request successfully. Fig. 9 enumerates 
RST for different schemes: MPAC, LDRS, CDRS 
and DPR. It is found that MPAC has the best 
restoration switching time because MPAC reserves 
resources for backup path before a connection is 
established. When load is low, LDRS has a better 
RST than CDRS. However, the observation is 

reversed when load of network reaches a certain 
threshold. The RST of both LDRS and CDRS 
decrease with the increasing of load. The number of 
lighpaths increases with the increasing of load, which 
facilitates the grooming of a failed connection or 
liaghtpath. Therefore, traffic grooming technology 
helps to reduce restoration switching time. Similar 
results can be found in CERNET network. 
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Fig. 9. Restoration switching time performance in NSFNET and CERNET. 
 
 
5. Conclusions 
 

In this paper, we investigate the survivable traffic 
grooming problem in WDM mesh networks 
employing dynamic restoration. Two restoration 
schemes are proposed, namely CDRS and LDRS. We 
formulate the restoration switching times for the two 
schemes, based on the proposed restoration 
protocols. Numerical result shows that CDRS and 
LDRS can achieve a better tradeoff of resource 
utilization rate and restoration success rate than 
protection scheme. Traffic grooming technology 
helps to improve the restoration success rate as well 
as to reduce restoration switching time. CDRS yields 
a better performance than LDRS in terms of 
restoration success rate and resource utilization rate. 
When network load is low, LDRS achieves a better 
performance of restoration switching time than 
CDRS. When the load is large, CDRS has a better 
performance of restoration switching time than 
LDRS.  
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